“We wanted flying cars, instead we got 140 characters.”
Peter Thiel
“The future is not what it used to be...”
Paul Valery

ONE PAGER
PROBLEM
Like many other disruptive media in the past (radio, TV, internet) despite being a great invention at
its early stage, after fifteen years changing the way people interact, social media turned into a bad
version of itself and joined the dark side of the force, by constantly spying on its customers,
censoring them arbitrarily, turning them into mere products - and quite efficient cash cows - by
exploiting their personal data and behavior to make huge profits...
SOLUTION
Hopefully by harnessing the power of new technologies, initiative of public interest like
COVEFEFEcorner will be able to fix the broken social media ecosystem and pay back customers
for their dedication by developing a truly user centered platform and business model for the 3+
billion social media users worldwide.
TECHNOLOGIES
Using a combination of
- Blockchain,
- IPFS,
- smart-contracts,
- utility token / crypto-currency,
COVFEFEcorner will be able to offer a radically improved social media experience to its users.
BENEFITS
COVFEFEcorner users:
- Will have their free speech guaranteed due to the decentralized nature of the medium which makes
censorship by a central authority impossible,
- Will be able to monetize their personal data at will, by selling them directly to their preferred
brands and have their fair share of adverting revenues,
- Will earn money by sponsoring new members commenting and by posting useful content on the
platform,
- Will be able to instantly trade (buy, sell, rent) goods and services, with their friends all over the
world 24/7, 365.
MEANS
COVFEFEcorner is planing an ICO in Q1 2019 to raise funds to develop its amazing next-gen
social medium and make it available to the public as soon as Q3 2019.
Tanks to a complementary team of dedicated founders, legal, technical, marketing, and ICO
advisors, ambassadors and influencers, a tailor made international PR and marketing campaign, as
well as a targeted bounty program, COVFEFEcorner will rapidly grow to become one of the most
successful decentralized social community before the end of 2019.
As a project being born in Marseille, France, COVFEFEcorner social medium founders aims to
describe the worldwide social shakedown that is coming as The French Revolution 2.0.

